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“Dray captures the genius and ingenuity of Franklin’s scientific thinking and then does
something even more fascinating: He shows how science shaped his diplomacy,
politics, and Enlightenment philosophy.” –Walter Isaacson, author of Benjamin
Franklin: An American Life Today we think of Benjamin Franklin as a founder of
American independence who also dabbled in science. But in Franklin’s day, the era of
Enlightenment, long before he was an eminent statesman, he was famous for his
revolutionary scientific work. Pulitzer Prize finalist Philip Dray uses the evolution of
Franklin’s scientific curiosity and empirical thinking as a metaphor for America’s
struggle to establish its fundamental values. He recounts how Franklin unlocked one of
the greatest natural mysteries of his day, the seemingly unknowable powers of lightning
and electricity. Rich in historical detail and based on numerous primary sources,
Stealing God’s Thunder is a fascinating original look at one of our most beloved and
complex founding fathers.
Ben Franklin loved to swim and, at the age of 11, he was determined to swim like a
fishNwith fins and all! This fascinating and lively account of young Ben's earliest
invention follows the budding scientist's journey as he tests and retests his swim fins.
Includes Franklin quotes, a timeline, bibliography, and source notes. Full color.
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A biography examining the life of Benjamin Franklin and his leadership as a statesman,
scientist, inventor, and printer. Written in graphic-novel format.
Ben Franklin was the most famous American in the entire world during colonial times.
No wonder! After all, the man could do just about anything. Why, he was an author and
an athlete and a patriot and a scientist and an inventor to boot. He even found a way to
steal the lightning right out of the sky. Is such a thing possible? Is it. Take a look inside
and find Ben busy at work on every spread. Then find out how he used his discovery
about lightning to make people's lives safer. In an inventive way, Rosalyn Schanzer
brings us a brilliant and ever-curious American original.
Kids Can Read! Level 2.
Pulitzer Prize Finalist Benjamin Franklin, perhaps the pivotal figure in colonial and
revolutionary America, comes vividly to life in this masterly biography. Wit, diplomat,
scientist, philosopher, businessman, inventor, and bon vivant, Benjamin Franklin was in
every respect America’s first Renaissance man. From penniless runaway to highly
successful printer, from ardently loyal subject of Britain to architect of an alliance with
France that ensured America’s independence, Franklin went from obscurity to become
one of the world’s most admired figures, whose circle included the likes of Voltaire,
Hume, Burke, and Kant. Drawing on previously unpublished letters and a host of other
sources, acclaimed historian H. W. Brands has written a thoroughly engaging biography
of the eighteenth-century genius. A much needed reminder of Franklin’s greatness and
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humanity, The First American is a work of meticulous scholarship that provides a
magnificent tour of a legendary historical figure, a vital era in American life, and the
countless arenas in which the protean Franklin left his legacy.
Benjamin Franklin: Scientist, Inventor, Printer, and Statesman describes one of
America's leading figures during the American Revolution, discussing his many roles
and influences throughout history. After moving to Philadelphia at age 17, Franklin
began his journey ?without the least Recommendation to or Knowledge of any Person
in the Place, and with very little Money in [his] Pocket.? Soon after, Franklin became
one of the most dynamic men of the American colonies, publishing Poor Richard's
Almanac as well as several other publications.
In the ancient hills and misty hollows of Fayette County, Pennsylvania, generations of
locals have passed down stories of a woman with mysterious magical powers. People
came from near and far to seek healing and protection through her strange rituals.
Some even believed she could fly. Named Moll Derry and nicknamed the Witch of the
Monongahela, her legend has been documented by writers and folklorists for more than
two hundred years. She is intertwined in many regional tales, such as the Lost Children
of the Alleghenies and Polly Williams and the White Rocks. Author Thomas White
separates fact from fiction in the many versions of Moll Derry and recounts Western
Pennsylvania's folk magic history along the way.

The #1 bestselling Magic Tree House series is ready to whisk you away through
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time with Jack and Annie--this time to the Yosemite National Park! Jack and his
sister, Annie, must go to California! They must look at nature! They must save
the wilderness! Save it from what, exactly? That's what Jack and Annie must find
out when the magic tree house lands in the tallest tree on earth. The nature
around them is so grand and peaceful--is it really in danger? Two travelers, two
sketchbooks, and one grizzly bear will show Jack and Annie that danger isn't
always seen with the eyes. Sometimes it's felt with the heart. Did you know that
there's a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree House: Perfect for
readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More challenging
adventures for the experienced reader Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to
your favorite Magic Tree House adventures If you're looking for Merlin Mission
#35: Night of the New Magicians, it was renumbered as part of the rebrand in
2017 as Merlin Mission #7.
Depicts the life of Benjamin Franklin and his accomplishments as printer,
inventor, and statesman
After accidentally sucking Benjamin Franklin into twenty-first-century New Jersey
with his Anytime Anywhere machine, thirteen-year-old Qwerty Stevens and his
best friend almost wind up stuck in Philadelphia on July 4, 1776 when they try to
send him back.
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Victor Godwin, a serious-minded boy genius living in Philadelphia, discovers that
Ben Franklin never died - he was put into suspended animation, and was hidden
away for more than 200 years in Victor's basement! An accident re-awakens Ben
centuries before he was supposed to be, and there's a problem - when Ben runs
low on energy, he turns into a rampaging monster desperately hungry for
electricity! All this while Victor is trying to take first place in the school science
fair. But with one of history's preeminent scientists helping out, what could go
wrong? "Victor is one of the funniest nerds in children's literature." - School
Library Journal "A welcome diversion to pass the hours between scoring sciencefair ribbons and exploding . . . home chemistry sets." - Booklist
A funny, entertaining introduction to Ben Franklin and his many inventions,
including the story of how he created the "magic square." A magic square is a
box of nine numbers arranged so that any line of three numbers adds up to the
same number, including on the diagonal! Teachers and kids will love finding out
about this popular teaching tool that is still used in elementary schools today!
History meets humor in this interactive Benjamin Franklin biography. Laugh and
learn as this American hero make the toughest choices of his life. Perfect for
readers of Nathan Hale's Hazardous Tales. You're Benjamin Franklin: inventor,
humorist, diplomat-spy, and Founding Father. To rise from humble beginnings
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and become an American hero, you have to weigh the facts, trust your gut, and
make tough choices that will forge America's destiny. No pressure! In this tonguein-cheek biography, father-daughter team Tom and Leila Hirschfeld explore
eleven critical decisions that shaped Ben's incredible life. With over 100 pieces of
archival and original art, fun facts, historical trivia, sidebars, and more, follow
Ben's footsteps through the smart calls and near misses that launched his career
and helped unite the United States!
Benjamin Franklin was a 17-year-old runaway when he arrived in Philadelphia in
1723. Yet within days he'd found a job at a local print shop, met the woman he
would eventually marry, and even attracted the attention of Pennsylvania's
governor. A decade later, he became a colonial celebrity with the publication of
Poor Richard: An Almanack and would go on to become one of America's most
distinguished Founding Fathers. Franklin established the colonies' first lending
library, volunteer fire company, and postal service, and was a leading expert in
the study of electricity. He represented the Pennsylvania colony in London but
returned to help draft the Declaration of Independence. The new nation then
named him Minister to France, where he helped secure financial and military aide
for the breakaway republic. Author Brandon Marie Miller captures the essence of
this exceptional individual through both his original writings and hands-on
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activities from the era. Readers will design and print an almanac cover, play a
simple glass armonica (a Franklin invention), experiment with static electricity,
build a barometer, and more. The text also includes a time line, glossary, Web
and travel resources, and reading list for further study.
"This read-along shows how Ben Franklin, one of 17 children in a poor family in
Colonial Massachusetts, became one of our greatest statesmen and inventors.
This straightforward biography is embellished with soft background music and
sound effects that are picked up from the details in the lively, quaint illustrations
in the accompanying book." -AudioFile
Amazing Ben Franklin Inventions You Can Build Yourself introduces readers ages 9 and up to
the life and times of one of America’s greatest thinkers with over 25 hands-on building projects
and activities. From his groundbreaking scientific discoveries and inventions to his career as a
writer, printer, and politician, Amazing Ben Franklin Inventions gives young readers a
comprehensive look at the man who gave us the lightning rod, the armonica, bifocals, the post
office, the first public library, Poor Richard’s Almanac, and so much more. Amazing Ben
Franklin Inventions provides detailed step-by-step instructions, diagrams, and templates for
creating each project. Historical facts and anecdotes, biographies, and fascinating trivia
support the fun projects and teach readers about the courage, creativity, and determination of
Ben Franklin and a young America coming into its own.
Few American lives have been as celebrated--or as closely scrutinized--as that of Benjamin
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Franklin. Yet until now Franklin's biographers have downplayed his interest in mathematics, at
best portraying it as the idle musings of a brilliant and ever-restless mind. In Benjamin
Franklin's Numbers, Paul Pasles reveals a side of the iconic statesman, scientist, and writer
that few Americans know--his mathematical side. In fact, Franklin indulged in many areas of
mathematics, including number theory, geometry, statistics, and economics. In this generously
illustrated book, Pasles gives us the first mathematical biography of Benjamin Franklin. He
draws upon previously unknown sources to illustrate Franklin's genius for numbers as never
before. Magic squares and circles were a lifelong fascination of Franklin's. Here, for the first
time, Pasles gathers every one of these marvelous creations together in one place. He
explains the mathematics behind them and Franklin's hugely popular Poor Richard's Almanac,
which featured such things as population estimates and a host of mathematical digressions.
Pasles even includes optional math problems that challenge readers to match wits with the
bespectacled Founding Father himself. Written for a general audience, this book assumes no
technical skills beyond basic arithmetic. Benjamin Franklin's Numbers is a delightful blend of
biography, history, and popular mathematics. If you think you already know Franklin's story,
this entertaining and richly detailed book will make you think again.
"The magic tree house whisks Jack and Annie back in time to meet famed Roman emperor
Marcus Aurelius!"-Jack and Annie are joined by Teddy and Kathleen as they travel to the snowy Land-Behind-theClouds, where they search for the eye of the Ice Wizard and attempt to help Merlin and
Morgan.
MATHEMATICS FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHERS, 6E offers future teachers a
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comprehensive mathematics course designed to foster concept development through
examples, investigations, and explorations. In this text, intended for the one- or two-semester
course required of Education majors, Bassarear demonstrates that there are many paths to
solving a problem, and sometimes problems have more than one solution. The author presents
real-world problems—problems that require active learning in a method similar to how
archaeologists explore an archaeological find: they carefully uncover the site, slowly revealing
more and more of the structure. Visual icons throughout the main text allow instructors to
easily connect content to the hands-on activities in the corresponding Explorations Manual.
With this exposure, future teachers will be better able to assess student needs using diverse
approaches. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
A biography of the American who became known for his work as a printer, author, inventor,
and statesman.
Shows how Benjamin Franklin, inventor, writer and scientist, created a puzzle called the magic
square to keep from being bored while serving as clerk for the Pennsylvania Assembly.
Includes step-by-step instructions for creating your own magic squares.
Everyone knows Benjamin Franklin was an important statesman, inventor, and a signer of the
Declaration of Independence. But did you know he started the first public library in America?
Ben Franklin was always a “bookish” boy. The first book he read was the Bible at age five,
and then he read every printed word in his father’s small home library. Ben wanted to read
more, but books were expensive. He wanted to go to school and learn, but his family needed
him to work. Despite this, Ben Franklin had lots of ideas about how to turn his love of reading
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and learning into something more. First he worked as a printer’s apprentice, then he set up his
own printing business. Later, he became the first bookseller in Philadelphia, started a
newspaper, published Poor Richard’s Almanac, and in 1731, with the help of his friends,
organized the first subscription lending library, the Library Company. Ruth Ashby’s fast-paced
biography takes young readers through Franklin’s life from his spirited, rebellious youth
through his successful career as an inventor and politician and finally to the last years of his
life, surrounded by his personal collection of books.

"A nonfiction companion to Magic Tree House #32."
"Jack and Annie travel in the magic tree house to Galveston, Texas on September 8,
1900--the day of the worst natural disaster in US history."-From 1771 to his death in 1790, Benjamin Franklin was in the process of writing what
he referred to as his Memoirs. Portions of the unfinished work were published
posthumously as Memoirs of the Private Life of Benjamin Franklin, first in French in
1791, and then in English in 1793. Today the complete unfinished manuscript is known
as The Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin, and is considered one of the most famous
and influential examples of autobiography ever written. In the heart of the work, Franklin
wrote of his "bold and arduous Project of arriving at Perfection" when he was a young
man. He prepared a list of thirteen virtues he wished to perfect in himself, and created a
chart in which to keep track of his shortcomings. Among Franklin's list of virtues were
personal traits (frugality, moderation, tranquility) and social traits (sincerity, justice,
humility). Franklin strayed from the virtuous path on many occasions, and discovered
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perfection was an impossible thing to achieve, but felt a better man for the effort.
Applewood Books now offers Benjamin Franklin's Book of Virtues as Franklin intended
it - a beautiful little hardcover, complete with the list of thirteen virtues and a chart to
monitor one's own progress.
This friendly, fun biography series focuses on the traits that made our heroes great--the
traits that kids can aspire to in order to live heroically themselves. Each book tells the
story of an icon in a lively, conversational way that works well for the youngest
nonfiction readers and that always includes the hero's childhood influences. At the back
are an excellent timeline and photos. This volume features Founding Father and
scientist Benjamin Franklin.
“Together, Rockliff and Bruno make the scientific method seem exciting, and kids
interested in science and history will likely be, well, mesmerized.” — Booklist (starred
review) When American inventor Benjamin Franklin arrives in Paris, he is upstaged by
a compelling and enigmatic figure: Dr. Mesmer. In elaborately staged shows, Mesmer
has Parisians believing he can control a magic force that changes the taste of water,
cures illness, and controls thoughts! Can Ben Franklin’s approach of observing,
hypothesizing, and testing get to the bottom of Mesmer’s tricks? A rip-roaring, lavishly
illustrated peek into a fascinating moment in history shows the development of the
scientific method — and reveals the amazing power of the human mind.
The next book in the hilarious series about history's greatest undead inventors! Before
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Victor can figure out why Benjamin Franklin awoke from his two-hundred-plus years of
sleep, giant bat planes and mysterious attacks bring mayhem to Philadelphia. Only two
of history's inventors could pilot such high-flying creations--the famous Wright brothers!
But the red-eyed brothers don't seem quite like themselves . . . could the brothers really
want to take over Philadelphia--and can Victor and his friends crash their plans in time?
Benjamin Franklin was born with independence and leadership. He took over a printing
press and helped the colonies defeat the most powerful military force in Europe during
the American Revolution. Benjamin helped America gain independence, he was one of
the most important and versatile of Americas Founding Fathers. His scientific
discoveries added to his world fame, and we still use his brilliant inventions today like
the bifocal and the lightning rod.
A powerful celebration of libraries from master storyteller Jane Yolen. Benjamin
Franklin introduces his son Billy to the Leather Apron Club, where it's love at first page.
When Billy's father Benjamin Franklin announces that Billy and his lazy cousin James
will soon have a tutor, Billy is initially dismayed. But his tutor awakens him to the power
of story and books, and when Billy accompanies his father to the Leather Apron Club
(which Franklin started in 1727), he decides to do more with his education and life. Bestselling author Jane Yolen introduces readers to the Leather Apron Club. Not only was
the Club the first successful lending library in the United States--it also exists to this day
as the Library Company of Philadelphia! Careful readers will notice that the story
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cleverly incorporates famous sayings from Ben Franklin's Poor Richard's Almanack,
underscoring the lasting impact of words.
A mention of flatulence might conjure up images of bratty high school boys or lowbrow comics.
But one of the most eloquent—and least expected—commentators on the subject is Benjamin
Franklin. The writings in Fart Proudly reveal the rogue who lived peaceably within the
philosopher and statesman. Included are "The Letter to a Royal Academy"; "On Choosing a
Mistress"; "Rules on Making Oneself Disagreeable"; and other jibes. Franklin's irrepressible wit
found an outlet in perpetrating hoaxes, attacking marriage and other sacred cows, and
skewering the English Parliament. Reminding us of the humorous, irreverent side of this
American icon, these essays endure as both hilarious satire and a timely reminder of the
importance of a free press.
History meets hijinks in this first title in a hilarious new middle grade series for fans of Timmy
Failure and The Terrible Two, when Ben Franklin accidentally time travels to a 10-year-old's
home in 21st century America! Nolan is a typical kid living in a typical 21st century American
town. Ben Franklin is, well, Ben Franklin—Founding Father, inventor of the lightning rod and
bifocals, and more. When, through a bizarre set of circumstances, Nolan and his little sister,
Olive, find Ben in their house, chaos isn't far behind. From introducing him to the toaster to
taking him to the public library (another Ben invention) to preventing a nosy neighbor from
blowing Ben's cover, Nolan does his best to be Ben's tour guide to the new world he helped
form. With tons of funny illustrations throughout—plus graphic novel-style sections
interspersed—readers will love adventuring alongside this awesome threesome. “What a smart,
funny, action-adventure! This is bursting with great heart, fascinating history, and Ben
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Franklin’s stinky feet. I want more, more, more of this series.” —Jon Scieszka, author of the
Frank Einstein series “This book is absolutely electric—inventive, funny, and fascinating! Ben
Franklin himself would approve!” —Lincoln Peirce, author of the New York Times bestselling
Big Nate series “This story is hilarious and heartfelt. Ben Franklin is the kind of friend any kid
would like hanging out with—farts and all!” —Jeffrey Brown, author of the Lucy & Andy
Neanderthal series
"This poignant, absorbing portrait of Benjamin Franklin and his son William is a powerful
reminder that America?s fight for independence was also an agonizing civil war, in this case
pitting a father against his beloved son. In exploring Franklin?s tormented relationship with
William, the royal governor of New Jersey, who remained loyal to Britain, Epstein brilliantly
illuminates the American Revolution?s tragic human cost."?
Includes a sneak peak of Magic Tree House fact tracker: Benjamin Franklin.
Read about the fascinating life of Benjamin Franklin in this beautifully illustrated version of his
autobiography.
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